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ABSTRACT 

The decay of the charged Higgs boson H+ is comprehensively studied in the 
minimal supersymmetric model. We find that the supersymmetric mode tb can 
overwhelmingly dominate the H+ decay in a substantially wide (and still al
lowed) range of the model parameters due to the large t- and b- quark Yukawa 
couplings and the large t- and b- mixings and that this mode has very distinc
tive signatures compared to the "conventional" dominant modes T+vT and tb. 
This could shed a crucial impact on the H* search at future colliders. 

Despite the remarkable phenomenological success of the standard model (SM), the 
identification of the origin of the electroweak-symrnetry-breaking remains to be one of 
the most important issures in particle physics. In the SM the symmetry breaking is 
induced by one doublet of elementary Higgs scalars, whereas in the extensions of the 
SM it is usually generated by a more complicated Higgs sector. For example in the 
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) [1] the Higgs sector consists of two 
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doublets and two charged and three neutral Higgs bosons remain as physical particles 
after the symmetry-breaking, while in the SM only one neutral Higgs boson remains after 
it. Therefore in identifying the symmetry-breaking sector it is very important to perforin 
experiments in search for the physical Higgs bosons as the remnants of the symmetry-
breaking. It is necessary in such experiments to study the decay as well as production of 
the Higgs bosons in various models. In this article we study in detail the decay of the 
charged Higgs bosons / / * in the MSSM. 

Recently the CDF group [2] set a squark (q) - mass-bound my > 126GeV (for any 
gluino mass) from the q search assuming a very light LSP (lightest sparticle), no cascade 
decays of squarks and gluinos (g), and mass-degeneracy of the twelve squarks ; however 
they obtained no. if-mass bound for a heavy LSP (supposed to be the lightest neutralino 
(Xi)) with a mass ~ 50GeV from the missing-2?T-analysis including the cascade decays 
within the MSSM in good agreement with the claim of Ref.3. Hence for m-o~50GeV 
the current best limit on rn~ in the MSSM is m~~45GeV from the LEP experiments, 

which could allow a light H+ of 0(lOO)GeV to decay into qq' (including tb). Here t(b) 
is the top (bottom) squark. On the other hand the recent precise data on the Z° and 
W* bosons from LEP and the pp colliders strongly suggest a heavy top-quark (t) of 
100~m,£200GeV [4], which leads to a very large top-quark Yukawa coupling A(. In the 
MSSM the H+tcl coupling contains terms like ht(—At + (J.) and /ib(—Ab + p), where fj. is 
the higgsino mixing term, hb is the 6-quark Yukawa coupling, and At {Ab) is the trilinear-
scalar-coupling of the i (b) and the Higgs boson. The JI+tb and H*T~T7T couplings are 
roughly given by the corresponding Yukawa couplings ht -f- hb and hT, respectively. Note 
that hj oc 771/ ( / = t,b and r ) . Hence there is a good chance of the dominance of the 

ib mode over the conventional "dominant" modes r+ i /T (below the ib threshold) and tb 
(above it) in the H+ decay if the i- and 6-mixing parameters At, At, and /i are sufficiently 
large, i.e., \At>b\ and |/i| ^> m\v (for which the lighter stop and sbottom mass eigenstates 
(?i and 6i) tend to be light). Assuming that all the R-parity odd spar tides are very 
heavy, Ref.5 showed that in the MSSM the r+f r (ib) mode dominates the H+ decay for 
the H+ mass below (above) the ib threshold. On the other hand Ref.6 showed that (if 
kinematically allowed) the chargino-neutralino mode could dominate the H+ decay. In 
this article we show explicitly that in the MSSM the supersymmetric (susy) mode ib can 
overwhelmingly dominate the II+ decay in a wide (and still allowed) range of the MSSM 
parameters. This could clearly have a serious impact on the MSSM H+-boson search at 
the Tevatron-upgrade (via a possible decay t —» bH+ [7]) and future colliders. 

In the MSSM [1] the basic parameters determining all the physics here can be taken 
as the seven parameters defined at the weak scale (mn+, mu Af2, M> tan^9, Mx , A). 
Here mH+ is the H+ mass, M2 is the SU(2) gaugino mass, n is the higgsino mixing 
term (defined by Eqs.(A.3) and (A.19) of Ref.l), tan/5=v 2 /u i> 0 with vi(v2) being the 
vacuum expectation value of the doublet Higgs H°(H°) of Y = —l(-f-l), JWg is a common 
soft-susy-breaking mass of the 3rd generation squarks, and A is a common trilinear-scalar-
coupling of the Higgs bosons to t, b and r . Note that our definition of the /i is opposite 
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in its sign to that by Eq. (3.3) of Ref. 1 (and Eqs. (12) and (13) of Ref. 8) and that our 
definition of the A parameter is also opposite in its sign to that of Refs. 1 and 8 : the 
soft-susy-breaking terms of the scalar potential arc given by 

Vao]l = -htAttLt'kHl - hAbkbyii + h.c. + • • •, (1) 

where qc (q~n) refers to the lcft(right)-handed squark. Here for simplicity we make the 
following assumptions suggested mainly by minimal supergravity models [9] : 
(i) Gaugino mass relations M\/M-2 = | tan2 6\y (sin20iy = 0.23) and m~ — {as/a^)M2 c* 
3.57M2 (aa(mz) ~ 0.12 [4]), where Mx is the U(l) gaugino mass and m- is the gluitio 
mass. 
(ii) A common trilinear-coupling of the Higgs bosons to t, b and f (i.e., At = Ab = AT = 
A). 
(iii) A common soft-susy-breaking mass of the first and second generation squarks (de
noted by MgJ. 
(iv) A common soft-susy-breaking mass of the third generation squarks (denoted by Mx ). 
(v) A common soft-susy-breaking mass of all the sleptons (denoted by A/j). 
(vi) Soft-breaking mass relation of Mx ^> Mx = M j , which would be a reasonable 
assumption in view of the minimal supergravity models where the renormalization-group-
evolution tends to reduce Mx significantly from Mx at the weak scale because of the 
renormalization effects due to the large Yukawa-coupling ht (and also hb for large tan/?). 

The masses and mixings of the particles involved the H+ decay are determined by 
the basic parameters of the MSSM as follows [1]. The mass-squared matrix of the third 
generation squarks q~3 (t and b) in the chirality base (q3L, q3n) is given by 

MlJm^ a^) (2, 

with 
m L = Ml, + m2z cos 2^ (7*L - e« si°2 M + < , (3) 

m L = Mk + m z c o s 2^e<*sin2 6w + mi' (4) 
and 

a « rnn = -{A + ixCqi)m(li, (5) 

where I*iL=+\ ( - 5 ) , ew = + § ( - 5 ) and Cv = cot/? (tan/?) for q3=t (b). The masses 
and mixings of the physical mass eigenstates q~3\ and q32 (mqil'^'mq37)

 c a n be obtained in 
terms of (mt, ft, tan/?, Mx , A) by diagonalizing the mass matrix of Eq. (2) ; e.g. the 
masses are given by 

I 
'«*i 2 

m~ = — mL + mL =F ( K , " ™D2 + (2awmw)2) 
1/21 

(6) 
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Neglecting the mixing-, F- and D- terms, the physical masses of the squarks of the first 
two generations (denoted by q~n) are degenerate by the assumption (iii) and are given by 

m~ ~ Mx . (7) 

The mass-squared matrix of the charged slepton I (e, p. and r ) in the (£L and £R) base 
is given by a similar expression to Eqs. (2)-(5) with the replacements of (q3, Q3, I*JL, 
e<u> Cqa) by (^i ^i IfL ~ ~2> et ~ ~~*> ^e ~ ^an/?). The masses and mixings of the 
physical mass eigenstates t\ and £2 can be obtained in terms of (/i, tan/?, Mx (= M~), 

A) by diagonalizing the mass matrix of the I. The physical masses of the sneutrinos u 
[ue, ult and uT) are degenerate by the assumption (v) and are given in terms of (tan/?, 
M $ j (= My)) by 

m £ = M | + i m | c o s 2 / ? . (8) 

The masses and mixings of the neutralinos xl (& = 1 ) ' " | 4 ) and the charginos x,+ (i — 
1,2) (i.e., the mass eigenstates of the neutral and charged gaugino-higgsino mixtures) 
are fixed by (M2, /i, tan/?) with the assumption (i) [1]. Here m-o < ••• < m-o and 
m~4 < '"v+- As fc*r ^ n e masses and inixings of the Higgs bosons H+

} H, h and A, we take 
into account the one-loop radiative corrections to them obtained in Refs. 8,10,11, where 
H, h and A are respectively the heavier and lighter neutral CP-even Higgs bosons and 
the neutral CP-odd Higgs boson. According to Ref. 11 the physical masses m//+ and niA 
satisfy the tree-level relation 

m2
H+ ~ m\ + rr?w (9) 

to a good approximation in the parameter region considered here 1 ~ tan/? ~ mt/mb. 
The physical mass eigenstates II+ and A can be expressed with the mixing angle /? in 
the same form as that at the tree-level. The physical masses ma and m/, and the mixing 
angle a in the CP-even Higgs sector can be obtained in terms of (m#+, tan/5, mt, M~ , 
A, n) by diagonalizing the corresponding radiative-corrected mass-squared matrix [8]. 

Theoretical and experimental constraints on the MSSM basic parameters are as fol
lows [7]. As for mt, the preferred range 100~mt~2O0GeV from the radiative correction 
analyses in the SM [4] remains essentially unaltered in the MSSM [12]. As for m//+, 
the LEP limit is mH+~43GeV [13]. In the MSSM m.H+~mw is required even at loop 
level in nearly the entire range of the MSSM parameters. As for tan/?, the MSSM Higgs 
boson search at LEP [13] results in no bound on tan/? at loop level. Consistency with 
the data on the B and K mesons requires 0.1~tan/?~ m.#+/lGeV [14,15]. Requiring the 
H+ib coupling size to be perturbative implies m t /600GeV~tan/?~600GeV/m;, [15]. The 
range 1~ tan (3~mt/m{, is favored in the minimal supergravity models [9]. We restict our 
interest to the latter range in this article. As for M2 and /z, an excluded region in the 
M2-/*-tan/? space is obtained [3,7,16,17] from the Z° line shape data (LEP) [4,16] and the 
negative searches for the Xi\ X° a n d g at LEP [16] and CDF [2,18] ; the most important 
constraint is m~+=m~+(M2, n, tan/?)~45GeV (LEP). Such an excluded region is shown 
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in Fig.l of Ref. 7. As for Mx (= Mj) and A, the experimental bounds on m~~~ from the 
LEP [16,19] and CDF [2,18] data can be translated into the constraints on Mx and A, 
since the masses depend on them (see Eqs. (2)-(8)). The m~j~ bounds can be summarized 
as follows : 

(A) The LEP bounds for all the g's, £'s and v's in the MSSM [16,19] are (at best) 

m~, mj and m~ ~45GeV (10) 

for any m- ? ( L S P ) . 

(B) The CDF (UA1 and UA2 also) data set no limit on mj for m~o~ lOGeV as shown 
explicitly by Ref. 20. The CDF m~ - bound for the mass-degenerate g's from the 
missing-transverse-energy {If?) analysis with the q-"g cascade decays in the MSSM 
essentially disappears for 7n£0(LSP)~ 50GeV [2,3,7]. This is mainly due to the effect 
of the massive LSP's which absorb much of the energy of the g-pair events leading 
to very soft If? [3]. For not very large tan/?, a further drastic weakening of the 
mass bounds on the top and bottom squarks (ti, 6j and 62) can be expected when 
the effect of the possible large mass -difference between (tj , b\, b2) and the other 
nine squarks is incorporated within the MSSM ; if the t\, 61 and b2 are nearly 
degenerate and light with the other nine squarks very heavy (which is possible in 
the MSSM), then the cross section of the production of ti, bi and b2 is less than 
three-twelfths of that of the q production in the fully mass-degenerate case for equal 
masses m- -j •L=^J I which could result in a further drastic weakening of the m~ •j ^ 
bound (i.e., the complete disappearence of the bound even for m~o -C 50GeV). For 

very large tan /? (which leads to a large b- mixing and hence a large mass- splitting 
Am~=m~ — m~ ), the same argument as above holds for the mass bounds on the t\ 

and 61. 

For example the m - - bound of Eq. (10) can be translated into the constraint on Mx 
( = Mj) via Eq. (8) as follows : 

M $ j ^ ( ( 4 5 G e V ) 2 - | m | cos2/?)T . (11) 

Finally the limit m/, > 43GeV (for tan /? > 1 at one- loop level neglecting the q- mixing 
(A = fi = 0)) from the negative search for the MSSM Higgs bosons at LEP [13] could also 
be translated into the constraint on (m#+, tan/?, mt, Mx , A, fi), since the m/, is fixed 
by these basic parameters. 

In the MSSM all the possible important modes of the H+ decay are (a) T+UT, (b) cs, 

(c) tb, (d) W+h, (e) W+H, (f) W+A} (g) frvh (h) q12f12 (= M and cl), (i) fb and (j) 
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xtxl- Loop-induced decay modes such as W+Z° and W+,y are negligible [21]. Tree- level 
formulae of the decay widths for these modes (a - j) in terms of the masses and mixings 
of the involved particles can be found in Ref. 22. We find that the modes (e) and (f) 
are kinematically forbidden in our parameter region here (see Eq. (9)). Because of Eq.(7) 
and the assumption (vi), the squarks of the first two generations q^s are very heavy 
and hence the mode (h) is strongly phase- space suppressed in our parameter region. 
Hence we neglect this mode. In any case this mode can not be important in the H+ 
decay due to the small H+q~\2<i\2 ~ coupling (i.e. the SU(2) gauge coupling). The QCD 
radiative corrections to the cs and tb widths are calculated in Ref. 23 : for the cs mode the 
correction is very important and is typically —50% (—90%) for tan/? = 1 (10) whereas 
for the tb mode the correction is much smaller (due to the suppression of the leading 
negative logarithmic terms in the correction (~ — ln(mjj+/m,)) involving the large mq of 
mt and mj) and is typically ±10% (—50%) for tan/9 = 1 (10). For the both modes the 
correction increases as 7?i#+ and/or tan/? increase. For the tb width we could reasonably 
expect the QCD correction similar_to that for the ib width, since the structure of the 
QCD- correction diagrams for the tb width is essentially the same as that for the tb width 
for the very large m- considered here (m~~3.6Af2~O(400)GeV) for which the g- involved 
loop could safely be neglected. For all the modes (a - j) we calculate the Born widths 
(without the QCD corrections) determined by the seven basic parameters. In any case cs 
width is negligible for t an /?~ l . 

In the following presentation of our results, for simplicity we fix mt and p. as mt = 
150GeV and n = 300 GeV and take values of (M2, tan/?) as mjo=mjo(M2 , n, tan/?)~ 
50GeV for which the m~ - bound from the hadron colliders disappears completely as 

shown above and hence the current best m~ - limit is m~~45GeV (for all <fs) from LEP. 
We take mb = 5GeV. In Fig. 1 the regions in a A — Mx plane allowed by the LEP bounds 
of Eqs. (10) and (11) are shown for two typical value-sets of (mt, ft, tan/?) satisfying 
the constraints above. The contours of m -̂ + m^ are also plotted in this figure. For a 

given value of mH+, the decay IJ+ —•tj)i is kinematically allowed in the region below the 

contour of m^ + roj ~mH+. In Fig. 2 the contours of the branching ratio B(tb)=Y^i]=i 

B(if+ —» tibj) are plotted in the A — Mx plane for two typical value-sets of the basic 
parameters satisfying all the constraints above. Note that in Fig. 2 the contours are 
plotted only in the region allowed by the LEP bounds of Eqs. (10) and (11) and by the 
cosmological bounds of m~ -j ~>m~o~ 50GeV. We find that in this allowed region of the 
Fig. 2. a(b) mh> 50(90)GeV, which well satisfies the LEP limit mh> 43GeV [13]. We 
have found that the contour plots of B(tb) for (m t(GeV), mJ{+(GeV), Af2(GeV), ^(GeV), 
tan/?)= (150, 400, 110, 300, 12) and (150, 200, 120, 300, 2) are very similar to the Fig. 2. a 
and b, respectively. In Fig. 3 are shown the m#+ dependences of the branching ratios of 
all the modes (a - j) for two typical allowed sets of the values of the basic parameters. The 
curves of the brandling ratios are plotted in the m#+ range corresponding to m^ > 50GeV, 
which fixes the lower end point of the range. We have explicitly checked that the typical 
value-sets of the basic parameters satisfy all the constraints above ; e.g., for the value-sets 
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A (GeV) A (GeV) 

Figure 1: The region in the A - M^ plane allowed by the LEP bounds of Eqs. (10) and 
(11) for (mf(GeV), /i(GeV), tan/?)= (150, 300, 2) (a) and (150, 300, 12) (b). The lines 
(i), (ii) and (iii) are respectively the contours of m^, mj and m- = 45GeV above which 
" V "*£, a n d mv > 45GeV. All the LEP bounds of Eq. (10) are satisfied in the region not 
shaded. The cpntours of m^ -f ro^GeV) are also plotted in the allowed region. 

of the Fig. 3. a and b respectively we have (m-o, m-+, m^, m^, m^, m^, m~, m - , m~) 
= (51, 94, 116, 209, 81, 102, 89, 95, 69) and (52, 98, 61, 272, 62, 193, 121, 163, 120) GeV 
which clearly satisfy the constraints above. We find that B(r i61)<B(r i62) well above the 
tib2 threshold._This stems from the fact that the #+<f62 coupling is significantly larger 
than the if+<J6i coupling due to the q- mixing effect. 

From Fig. 1 we see that even for a light if + of mH+ ~ 300GeV the decay H + -* fb is 
kinematically accessible in a wide (and still allowed) region of the A — M-x space. We find 
that the size of this accessible region is fairly insensitive to (m£, p, tan/?) and is invariant 
under (p, A) - • (-/*, -A) due to the invariance of m^ and m^ under this transformation 

(see Eq. (6)). From Figs. 2 and 3 we see that the tb mode can overwhelmingly dominate 
the i / + decay in a substantially wide (and still allowed) range of the MSSM parameters. 
In Fig. 2. a we find that the dominance of the tb mode becomes more remarkable as A 
decreases to larger negative values. This is_ due to the coupling structure of the mode : 
the two leading contributions to the H+tfbj coupling with i,j = 1 , 2 (i.e., gH+~e- and 
5tf+r^) a r e respectively proportional to mt(-Acot/? + fj.) and mb(~Ata.n/3 + £) with 
H = +300GeV and tan£ = 2 in Fig. 2. a. For the large tan/? (= 12) of Fig. 2. b, 
\gH+7%bSoc m ' ^ ) l > lffH+7i,6i?(

cx -m6i4tanj9)| for a typical A- value in Fig. 2. b (\A\ ~ 
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A (GeV) A (GeV) 

Figure 2: The contours of the B(tb) in the A - M~^ plane for (m#+(GeV), m,(GeV), 

M2(GeV), /^(GeV)Ltan/?)= (400, 150, 120, 300, 2) (a) and (200, 150, 110, 300, 12) (b). 

The contour of B(tb)= 0 (dotted line) corresponds to that of mr + mr =mH+ above which 

B(S)== 0. 

O(200)GeV) and hence the bias effect of the larger negative A should disappear as realized 
in Fig. 2. b. In Fig. 3. b we find that below the tb threshold mH+ = mt + mb ( = 155GeV) 
the tb mode overwhelmingly dominates over the conventional "dominant" mode r + i / as 
soon as the tb channel opens and that above the tb threshold the tb mode well dominates 
over the conventional "dominant" mode tb. In Fig. 3. a we see that even in case the tb 
mode is much disfavored in the phase space as compared to the tb mode (i.e., mr + m? 

(~ 200GeV)>mf + m^= 155GeV)), the tb mode overwhelmingly dominates over the tb 

mode as soon as the tb channel opens. 

The reason of the prominent dominance of the tb mode is as follows. The ratios of the 
couplings relevant to the modes (a-d) and (g-j) are roughly given by (up to the mixings) 
by [22] 

ga: gb- 9c'- gd-gg- 9h- 9i • g, 

~hrs(3: hcc{3 : (ht c/3, hbs/3) : g cos(/3 - a) 

: (A h( s/3, g mws2fi): g mw s2/3 

: [ ( - .4 + ii tan /3) ht c/3 (= gRL), (~A + fi cot /?) hb s/3 (= gLR), 

mt hbs/3 ( = gjm), mt ht c/3 - - | = mw s2/3 (= gLL)] 
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Figure 3: The ma+ dependences of the branching ratios of the H+ - decay modes (a -

j ) for (m,(GeV), M2(GeV), Ai(GeV), tan/?, M^(GeV) , A(GeV))= (150, 120, 300, 2, 85, 

-250) (a) and (150, 110, 300, 12, 136, -260) (b). Sum over all the mass eigenstates and /or 

flavors is taken for the B(tb), B(x+X°) and B(?+P)._The branching ratios of the modes 

not shown here are negligible. The B(<i6i) and B(tib2) are also shown separately. 

:{gcP, gs0). (12) 

Here sx=s in i , cx=coss , hj ~-^rnjl{mwo.j) (aj =s/? and c/3 respectively for / = ("up"-
and "down"- fermion)), gap=gH+jer (a,/3 = L, R), mw — 80GeV, and g is the SU(2) 
gauge coupling. We can crudely say that the modes (d, g, h, j) are the "SU ^ - g a u g e -
coupling modes" and the other modes are the "Yukawa-coupling modes". The modes (c) 

tb and (i) tb can be strongly enhanced relative to the other modes due to the large t [b] 
quark Yukawa coupling ht [hb] if t an / ?~ 1 [ > 1]. Further, as seen from Eq. (12), the tb 
mode can be strongly enhanced ralative to the tb mode if the squark-mixing parameters 
A and /i are sufficiently large (i.e., | — A + / i tan/?| and | — A + /icot/3| ^> m ^ ) , in which 
case the U and %i tend to be light (see Eqs. (2)-(6)). 

As seen in Fig. 3, the B(£6) and (B(J6), B(x+X°)) respectively decreases and increase 
as the m#+ increases. This is mainly due to the fact that the widths behave as T(tJ)j) oc 
m^+ and T(tE) and T(xfc X°) oc m#+ for sufficiently large mH+ ; the different behaviors 
stem from the different spin structures of the underlying interactions. The increasing 
behavior of B(x+X°) is more remarkable than that of B(i6), which is due to the successive 
openings of the heavier xJtX? (fc = l , 2 ; £ = l ~ 4 ) channels with increasing m^+. 
Openning of a new mode causes sudden decreases of the branching ratios of the other 
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modes as seen in Fig. 3. As for the tan/3 dependence of the B{tb), we find that the B(tb) 
tends to decrease as tan /3 increases. This tendency can be sjightly seen in Fig. 3. We can 
clearly see the tendency in the m#+ dependence of the B{tb) for tan/? = 30 and (mt, ilf2, 
H, MQZ, ^ )=(150 , 105, 300, 222, 420)GeV for which (mTi> mTi, m^t m^, m?, m~+)= 

(72, 366, 65, 314, 51, 96)GeV : the B(ifc) is ~ 4% in the range mjj + mj^ ~m/ r+~m t + mb, 
then decreases quickly (like ~ "?#+) above the tb threshold reaching down to ~ 0.1% 
at the second tb threshold m.H+ —m7, + " ^ =386GeV, and then increases (due to the 
openning of the t-J>2 mode) reaching (via jhe third threshold of t^i) "P to ~ 32% at 
m,H+ =500GeV. This reduction of the B(tb) for very large tan/3 stems mainly from the 
strong suppression of the H*t\b\ coupling due to the g"-mixing effect for such large tan /3 
and partly from the strong kinematical suppression of the potentially important tib2 mode 
due to the large mass splitting Am- = m2 — m~ (~ 2rrib\A+fJ. tan /3|) for very large tan /?. 
As for the m#+-tan/3 dependences of the B(W+h), it can be sizable only for small m#+ 
and tan/3 as seen in Fig. 3 ; as m#+ and /or tan/3 increase, the numerical relevance of the 
B(W+h) rapidly disappears due to the cos2(/3 — a) suppression factor in the W*h width. 
In any case the B(W+h) is small in our parameter region here. Hence the error due to 
the approximation of Eq. (9) (used only in the computation of the W + / i width) can not 
affect our final conclusion significantly. 

In the Figs. 2 and 3 the values of (m4, /i, m~o) are fixed as (150, 300, 50)GeV. The 

dominance of the tb mode becomes even more remarkable as the three parameters increase. 
This is due to the facts that the couplings of the three main modes tibJ} tb and xtx't a r e 

roughly proportional to gmt[i + gmf, gmt and g, respectively (as seen from Eq. (12)), 
and that all the m~+'s and m-o's tend to increase as m~0 increases. Note also that the 

B(^6) is nearly invariant under (/i, A) —> (—/i, —A), since the widths of the main modes 

(T(tibj), T(ifc)) and r(Xfc*X?) a r e exactly and roughly invariant under this transformation, 
respectively. 

Concerning the sensitivity of our final conclusion (i.e., the tb mode dominance in a 
wide range of MSSM parameters) to the assumptions (i) ~ (vi), we can safely say at least 
that the conclusion is fairly insensitive to them. As for the assumption (ii) which affects 

only the T(tb), r ( r + i ; ) and T(W+h), we have checked that the B(tb) does not change 
significantly for the ratio-variation as Ab/At and AT/At=±\, ± 1 and ± 2 with keeping 
At = A. The assumption (i) affects only the r(x+X°)) while (iii) - (vi) (especially (vi)) 
affect essentially only the ratios of the T(qnq'12), T(I+v) and T(W+h) to the T(tb) which 
is slightly affected only by (iv). As seen in the Fig. 3, in any case these modes x+X°i 
QuQ'u, Z*V a n d W+h are not important in nearly the entire parameter region considered 
here due to their small couplings relatively to that of the tb mode (see Eq. (12)). Hence 
reasonable changes of these assumptions (i) and (iii) - (vi) (e.g., the change of (vi) to 
'MQ ~ Mx >-M~') should be unable to upset the tb mode dominance. 
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Concerning the i/+-decay signatures we compare the signals of the tb mode with those 
of the T+V and tb modes which respectively are the conventional "dominant" mode below 
and above the tb threshold under_the assumption of all the R-parity odd sparticles being 
very heavy [5]. We find that the tb signals are very distinctive as compared to the conven
tional r+v and tb signals. For example, a typical tb signal is H+ —>ib -+(W+b)b —*£+vbb 
(i.e., 'two jets •+• an isolated charged lepton + a missing neutral'), whereas a typical tibi sig
nal (possible in case m^ > m~+ as in Fig. 3. a) is J I + —»<i6i —*(Xi"&)(&X?) ~^ (^+ I /Xi)^Xi 
(i.e., 'two jets + an isolated charged lepton + three missing neutrals'). The latter signal 
has more missing particles and hence a harder missing momentum^ (leading to softer 
jets and a softer isolated £+) than the former. In case mj- <m~+ j-~£ as in Fig. 3. b, 

then B(ti —* ex?)—100% [7], which leads to a drastically different event-topology of the 

Ij t i signal from that of the tb signals : 1I+ —*i\bi —*(cXi)(&Xi)- The subsequent decay 

pattern of the tb mode depends largely on the MSSM parameters [7], but there are general 

features in the ib signals as compared to the conventional tb signals : (i) a harder If (due 

to the two LSP's in the final state) and hence softer jets with or without a softer isolated 

charged lepton in the case of a short decay chain, or (ii) more jets and/or more isolated-

charged-leptons in the case of a long decay chain (such as II * —»f26i —•(^X-DC'Xi) ~* 

(W+b)(qqx°i)]>X0i -> (qfibqlfigSxl and tf+ - * & ->(? l2:0)(6x?) -> (x?6)(£-*+)&x? "> 
(gg'X°)6£-£+6x? ). As for the feasibility of the detection of the MSSM tf+-decay at the 
future colliders, clearly it is necessary to perform a detailed Monte Carlo study to separate 
the signal from backgrounds. Such a study is however out of the coverage of this article. 

We have shown that the susy mode tb can overwhelmingly dominate the H+ decay in 
a substantially large (and still allowed) region of the MSSM parameter space, and that it 
has very distinctive signatures as compared to the conventional "dominant" modes T + I / 
and tb. The former fact is mainly due to the enhancement of the tb mode by the large t-
and b- quark Yukawa couplings (ht and hb) and the large t- and b- mixing parameters (At, 
Ab and /i). This could evidently shed a crucial impact on the H+ search at the Tevatron 
upgrade (via t —• bH+) and future colliders, especially in case relatively light ?i and bi 
were really discovered at the Tevatron-upgrade or LEP200. Finally we emphasize that we 
can obviously expect also a serious impact on the neutral-Higgs-boson search similar to 
that on the H+ search since the structures of the couplings of the neutral-Higgs-bosons 
(H, h and /I) to tt and 66 [1] are essentially the same as those of the II+ to tb ! 
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